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1.  Start with a fired piece of BRONZclay™ or COPPRclay™. If it is patterned, clean off the top with  


  a sanding pad or a toothbrush. Remove all dirt, oils and tarnish. Avoid touching the top of your  


  piece; finger oils will prevent Silver Accent™ adhesion.


2.  Place double-stick tape on a block of plexiglass from the kit and secure your metal clay piece 


  on it. 


3.  Dip an artist’s brush into some distilled water, then dip the wet brush into the jar of Accent 


  Silver™. Use the brush to pat the water and powder together into a creamy paste texture. 


4.  Paint your piece with a layer of Accent Silver™; you may need several coats to ensure the 


  entire piece is covered. 


5.  Let the piece dry; to speed up this process, use a warming tray.


6.  Before you fire the piece, touch up any exposed areas with the Accent Silver™ paste.


7.  Fill a stainless steel firing pan with about an inch of coconut shell–based activated carbon. 


  Embed the metal inside the carbon, and then cover the piece with another inch of carbon. 


  Cover the pan with a lid and fire at 1200° for about 12 minutes. 


8.  After the firing is complete, remove the piece with a firing pan removal fork and let it cool on 


  a heat-proof surface. Once it is cool, use a steel brush to scrub the piece. Finish it by polishing, 


Add a unique twist to your metal clay pieces by creating a two-tone effect with Accent Silver™. 


Warning: Avoid contact with your eyes and wash your hands frequently when using Accent Silver. 


If Accent Silver does come into contact with your eyes, immediately flush them with water for at least 


15 minutes and see a physician. If ingested, drink a glass of milk and contact a physician immediately.


Two-Tones with Accent Silver™


steps:


800.545.6566      riogrande.com


supplies:
Order #  Description  


100-946  Accent Silver™ complete starter kit
111-861  La Mer Dynasty Stamp “round coral” sheet
111-863  La Mer Dynasty Stamp “dog-tag seahorse” sheet
111-858  La Mer Dynasty Stamp “seahorse” sheet
703-117  Rio PMC® kiln 
703-205  Coconut shell–based activated carbon
502-006  Silquar™ high-heat block
—    Double-stick tape
—    Distilled water 
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